Assignment 2

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1. What could account for the gothic fascination for the sinister and disquieted castle?
   - Such setting evokes the gothic and mysterious atmosphere
   - Reflects the happy dynamics of the writers’ homes
   - Indicates the character’s lack of aesthetics
   - Castles don’t play an important role in Gothic Novels
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Such setting evokes the gothic and mysterious atmosphere
   - Indicates the character’s lack of aesthetics

2. The menacing gory climate of events surrounding Emily in The Mysteries of Udolpho is a reflection of__________
   - Her composed nature
   - Her mischievous attitude
   - Her perturbed imagination
   - Her religious morality
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Her perturbed imagination

3. The novel is set in the late 17th century. Nevertheless, it mirrors certain practices of the 18th century such as__________
   - The mention of a new medical breakthrough
   - The example of aristocracy
   - The usage of divergent forces and characters drinking coffee
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - The usage of divergent forces and characters drinking coffee

4. The Misspelled attitude of Morton paints him as a__________
   - Comic Villain
   - Devil Villain
   - Sympathetic Villain
   - Tragic Villain
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Devil Villain

5. What psychological effect does the spectral aura of the brooding castle of Udolpho often?
   - Elates the characters
   - Blurs the boundaries of happiness and sadness
   - Drugs the characters
   - Alternates psychic inhibitions
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Alternates psychic inhibitions

6. Why does Radcliffe appeal the mysterious woods and lifts the fog of the supernatural in the end?
   - For the fear of rejection by publishers
   - Because such a revelation is a must for female gothic
   - Because the heroes emphasize reason over fear and superstitions
   - Because the heroes emphasize their own reason
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Because the heroes emphasize reason over fear and superstitions

7. Emily’s athleticism and empathy stems from__________
   - Her being prodigal
   - The lesson of beauty from her father St. Aubert
   - Her extensive knowledge that Emily gained through her curious reading
   - Her God-fearing nature alone
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - The lesson of beauty from her father St. Aubert

8. How will the atmosphere of the setting mirror the nature of the characters? Which of the following statements describing setting do you think reflects Montresor’s nature?
   - Sheltered by a leaf, she had an appearance of comfort and extreme weakness
   - Shattered by the cold, she had an appearance of comfort and extreme wretchedness
   - The romantic beauty of whose situation strongly enhanced the imagination
   - A summer cottage, rendered interesting to the eye by its neat simplicity, of the beauty of the surrounding scene
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Sheltered by a leaf, she had an appearance of comfort and extreme weakness

9. How can the atmosphere in Udolpho be considered a narrative exhibiting a form of psychoanalysis?
   - It exposes the unconscious yearnings of the characters
   - It teaches morality to characters and readers
   - It shows the perception of reality
   - It exposes the perception of happiness
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - It exposes the unconscious yearnings of the characters

10. What particular attitude does Radcliffe encourage through The Mysteries of Udolpho?
    - Cattle
    - The right sensibility
    - Manners
    - Oddness
    No, the answer is incorrect
    Score: 0
    Accepted Answers:
    - The right sensibility